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Abstract
Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) are increasingly used in plasma medicine and
materials processing applications. Reproducible and effective operation of APPJs requires
regulating the cumulative effects of plasma on a target substrate in the face of variabilities and
exogenous disturbances. This article investigates spatial delivery of thermal effects—thermal
dose—of plasma using a kHz-excited APPJ in helium translated over a dielectric substrate.
A dose metric is presented for quantifying the cumulative, nonlinear thermal effects of plasma
along the translation trajectory of the APPJ. An optimization-based feedback control strategy is
proposed for real-time regulation of thermal dose delivery using spatial measurements of
substrate temperature. Experimental investigation reveals that feedback control is crucial for
achieving spatially uniform dose delivery.

Keywords: atmospheric pressure plasma jets, dose delivery, feedback control

1. Introduction

Plasma medicine hinges on local generation and delivery of a
variety of therapeutic agents including electric fields, reactive
chemical species, and thermal effects. With an increasing
number of clinically approved atmospheric pressure plasma
devices such as KINPen (neoplas tools GmbH, Greifswald,
Germany) [1] and SteriPlas (Adtec Plasma Technology,
Adtec Europe, Hunslow, UK) [2], there is growing evidence
for the effectiveness of plasma medicine in alternative and
complementary therapies such as reduction of head and neck
cancer [3] and accelerated healing of chronic wounds [4]. In
the absence of reliable dosimetry and online diagnostics,
however, the common practice in plasma medicine is to
devise treatment protocols offline, largely based on user’s
experience and device characteristics. The primary challenges
in this approach arise from quantifying the complex interac-
tions between plasma and target substrate as well as achieving
uniform delivery of therapeutically effective plasma dose
across a substrate in the face of inherent variabilities of
plasma dynamics, exogenous disturbances, and uneven sub-
strate characteristics.

Generally, accurate quantification of therapeutic doses is
challenging due to lack of direct measurements for short- and
long-term biological effects of a therapy [5]. This challenge is

further aggravated in plasma medicine because of the pre-
sence of multitude of different therapeutic effects (i.e.
thermal, chemical, and electrical) and their synergistic inter-
actions [6, 7]. Although dose quantification is highly spe-
cialized in different therapies, dose metrics share some
commonalities: (i) they should describe the cumulative, non-
retractable nature of a therapeutic effect, and (ii) they should
be defined in terms of a measurable property of a target
substrate, which is related to some characteristics of under-
lying biological processes (e.g. volumetric energy absorbed as
ionizing radiation in radiotherapy [5], or substrate temper-
ature in hyperthermia [8]). Additionally, concepts such as
isodose in radiotherapy [5] or equivalent dose in hyperthermia
[9] are commonly adopted in order to quantify how ther-
apeutic effects vary under different treatment protocols rela-
tive to a reference treatment condition or protocol.

This article investigates thermal dose delivery in atmo-
spheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs), which are increasingly
used in plasma medicine [10]. APPJs consist of a noble gas
(typically He or Ar) that flows through a dielectric tube at a
rate of ∼1–10 slm. The small dimensions (few mm in dia-
meter), cheap construction, and low power consumptions
(�10W) make APPJs suitable for use as portable and hand-
held therapeutic tools [11]. APPJs also provide versatility in
enhancing the plasma chemistry and thus its therapeutic
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effects by using admixutres of small amounts of molecular
gases such as nitrogen, oxygen, or water vapor [12]. How-
ever, the inherent nonlinearities [13, 14], long timescale drifts
[15], and run-to-run variations [16], as well as sharp gradients
of species concentrations, gas temperature, and electric fields
axially along the flow axis [17] and radially on the substrate
[18], pose unique challenges to reproducible and ther-
apeutically effective operation of APPJs. Furthermore, APPJs
exhibit high sensitivity to external factors—exogenous dis-
turbances—such as the separation distance between the APPJ
tip and target substrate [19, 20], concentration of ambient
species [21], and uneven properties (e.g. electrical or thermal)
of the substrate [18]. Additionally, small dimensions of
APPJs often necessitate their translation over a substrate in
order to fully treat the target area. The APPJ translation
introduces further variabilities in plasma characteristics that
can compromise reproducible and effective operation of
APPJs.

We have recently demonstrated the usefulness of model-
based feedback control for mitigating the effects of vari-
abilities and disturbances on APPJ operation [20, 22, 23]. In
this article, we address the problem of uniform delivery of
thermal dose of a kHz-excited APPJ in helium along its
translation trajectory. Drawing from thermal dosimetry in
hyperthermia [8], we first present a dose metric for quanti-
fying the cumulative, nonlinear thermal effects of the APPJ
using spatial measurements of substrate temperature. An
optimization-based feedback control strategy is then proposed
for real-time regulation of thermal dose delivery as the APPJ
is translated over a dielectric substrate. The performance of

the feedback control strategy is demonstrated under different
APPJ translation trajectories, where experimental investiga-
tions indicate the critical role of real-time regulation of dose
delivery and feedback control for achieving spatially uniform
dose delivery.

2. Experimental setup

A schematic of the kHz-excited APPJ in helium is shown in
figure 1. The plasma is generated in a dielectric, quartz tube
(ID=3 mm and OD=4 mm) by applying sinusoidal volt-
age at a frequency of 20 kHz to a copper ring electrode.
A borosilicate microscope cover slip (LSS, 24×50×
0.15 mm) placed over a grounded aluminum plate is used as
the substrate. The separation distance between the substrate
and the tube nozzle is maintained at 4 mm. The setup is
equipped with a x–y movement table controlled by stepper
motors that translate the substrate.

The actuation of the APPJ setup consists of the
He flow rate q 0, 4 slmÎ [ ], the applied peak-to-peak
voltage V 6, 10 kvp2p Î [ ], and the substrate position
x 10, 10 mmÎ -[ ], which are implemented using micro
controllers (Arduino UNO R3). The He flow rate is set at
1.5 slm, whereas the applied peak-to-peak voltage is
manipulated to control the substrate temperature (see
section 4). Temperature of the substrate, T, is measured
every 1.3 s using a radiometric infrared (IR) thermal camera
(Lepton FLIR). The substrate temperature is readily
extracted from the thermal images; see figure 2 for a

Figure 1. Schematic of the kHz-excited APPJ in helium. Signals are shown in dashed lines, with measurement signals indicated in red and
actuation signals indicated in blue.
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representative measurement. Open-source hardware is used
to implement the data acquisition and control system. A
single board computer (Raspberry Pi 3) is used for data
logging and coordination. Control algorithms are imple-
mented on a WiFi-enabled laptop that communicates with
the single board computer using the TCP/IP protocol.

To mitigate the variabilities associated with start-up of
the APPJ, we allow a 20 min warm-up period between the
plasma ignition and the start of an experiment in all APPJ
runs. Between each run, the applied peak-to-peak voltage is
kept at its minimum (i.e. V 6p2p = kV) for a period of 5 min to
ensure that the substrate temperature dynamics have settled.
All experiments are conducted in triplicates.

3. Thermal dose delivery

Treatment protocols in plasma medicine are commonly
designed based on user’s experience in terms of some refer-
ence operating parameters of a hand-held plasma device,
treatment time, and translation rate of the plasma device on a
target substrate [3]. Ideally, however, the objective of plasma
treatment is to deliver a predetermined plasma dose to a target
substrate within a prespecified treatment time frame as the
plasma device is translated over the substrate. This suggests
that effective plasma dose delivery hinges on: (i) quantifying
the cumulative effects of plasma on the target substrate in
terms of tempo-spatial variations of substrate properties that
are intimately related to the plasma effects and (ii) systematic
translation of the plasma device over the substrate. Here, we
demonstrate the notion of spatial dose delivery for the thermal
effects of the APPJ in figure 1 when the APPJ is translated
along the x-direction.

3.1. Spatial metric for thermal dose

Controlling the thermal effects of plasma in medical thera-
pies is important for patient safety and comfort [24]. Ther-
mal dosimetry is fairly well-established in hyperthermia
treatment, where the thermal dose is commonly quantified
point-wise using the Cumulative Equivalent Minutes
(CEMT) metric that is defined at a reference treatment
temperature of 43 °C [8, 25, 26]. At any target point x,
CEMT is expressed as

x K tCEM , d , 1T t x
T

0

43 ,òt =
t

-( ) ( )( ( ))

where τ is a prespecified treatment time and the constant K
characterizes the substrate response to thermal stresses

K
T t x

T t x

T t x

0 , 39 C
0.25 39 C , 43 C
0.5 , 43 C.
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 < < 



⎧
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⎩⎪
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( )

( )

The thermal dose metric CEMT has a unit of time. The
constant K implies that the rate of thermal dose accumula-
tion doubles for every 1 °C increase in the substrate temp-
erature above the reference temperature 43 °C, whereas the
accumulation rate halves when the substrate temperature is
in the range of 39 °C – 43 °C. Thus, expression (1) suggests
that the thermal effects on a substrate are nonlinear and non-
decreasing, that is, the delivered thermal dose cannot be
retracted. Note that there is no thermal dose accumulation
below 39 °C.

We adopt the above CEMT metric for quantifying the
tempo-spatial thermal effects of the APPJ along the transla-
tion trajectory x (see figure 1). Based on empirical observa-
tions of substrate temperature shown in figure 2, a Gaussian
parameterization can be used to describe the spatial

Figure 2.A representative measurement of the substrate temperature obtained from the IR thermal images and its corresponding thermal dose
CEMT delivered over 1.3 s along the translation trajectory x L L,Î -[ ]. d denotes the tube diameter of the APPJ.
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distribution of substrate temperature along x

T t x T t T T, e . 2max inf inf

x t
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Expression (2) suggests that substrate temperature at any
point along the translation trajectory x L L,Î -[ ] can be
described in terms of: (i) the maximum substrate temperature
T tmax ( ) at the centerline of the APPJ, which determines the
highest rate of dose accumulation according to the CEMT

metric in (2), (ii) the spatial variance of substrate temperature
around the APPJ centerline t2s ( ), and (iii) the position of the
APPJ centerline μ(t), which is governed by the APPJ trans-
lation rate. Tinf denotes the ambient temperature in (2) and is
used to normalize the temperature distribution. As discussed
in section 4, the parameters T tmax ( ), t2s ( ), and μ(t) can in
principle be controlled for regulation of the thermal dose
delivery along x.

3.2. Translation rate

To treat areas larger than the dimensions of the APPJ, it is
necessary to translate the APPJ over the target substrate. The
common practice in plasma medicine is to translate the APPJ
in a ‘meandering pattern’ to achieve an average treatment
rate of approximately 1 cm2 min−1 [3, 27]. Generally, pre-
specifying the APPJ translation rate systematically to achieve
a desired spatial dose profile across the treatment area is not
trivial. In radiotherapy, the device translation is typically
specified in terms of either discrete translation steps (i.e. step-
and-shoot strategy), or continuous translation with some
velocity (i.e. moving window strategy) [28]. Inspired by the
step-and-shoot strategy, a discrete translation scheme is
adopted for the APPJ in figure 1. The APPJ translation rate is
defined in terms of discrete steps of size xD , where the APPJ
is held for a time interval of tD at each step. xD and tD can
be chosen based on the characteristic time and length scales
of the APPJ dynamics. Under nominal APPJ operation
(V 8 kVp2p = and q=1.5 slm), the characteristic time of the
substrate temperature dynamics is 30 s, whereas the spatial
distribution of substrate temperature has a variance of
approximately 7 mm2 (i.e. σ2=7 mm2 in (2)). However, due
to the exponential nature of the dose metric (1), t2s ( ) is
considerably larger than the region over which dose accu-
mulates (see figure 2). The characteristic length of the thermal
dose accumulation is observed to be similar to the radius of
the substrate area across which the plasma spreads.

Table 1 lists the time- and length-scale characteristics of
four cases for the translation rate of the APPJ, as considered
in the remainder of this article. Note that Cases I and IV

correspond to two extreme translation rates: a discrete trans-
lation with few long steps in Case I and a ‘continuous’
translation with many short steps in Case IV.

4. Real-time regulation of thermal dose delivery

We aim to investigate uniform delivery of thermal dose
xCEM ,T t( ) along the APPJ translation trajectory x Î

L L,-[ ] under the APPJ translation rates listed in table 1. A
schematic of spatially uniform thermal dose delivery is given
in figure 3. To achieve uniform thermal dose delivery, we
propose the hierarchical, feedback control strategy shown in
figure 4 to control the spatial distribution of substrate temp-
erature along the translation trajectory. At the lower-level of
the control strategy, a proportional-integral (PI) controller is
used to control the maximum substrate temperature Tmax at the
centerline of the APPJ via manipulating the applied peak-to-
peak voltage Vp2p. The PI controller is given by

V t k T t T t

T t T t dt
1

, 3

p

i

t

p2p max
ref

max

0 max
ref

maxòt

= -

+ ¢ - ¢ ¢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

( ) ( ( ) ( ))

( ( ) ( )) ( )

where Tmax
ref is the reference maximum substrate temperature

and kp and it are tuning parameters determined using IMC
rules [29] (see appendix). The PI controller computes the
control input Vp2p every 1.3 s as Tmax is measured. Physical
bounds of the control input Vp2p are incorporated into the PI
controller via addition of anti-windup effect [30].

The PI controller enables tracking the reference temper-
ature Tmax

ref in the presence of exogenous disturbances acting
on the APPJ. However, the PI controller cannot account for
the cumulative, nonlinear nature of the thermal dose

xCEM ,T t( ). Thus, we propose an optimization-based
supervisory controller for determining the reference

Table 1. Four cases for the translation rate of the APPJ, which are
specified in terms of characteristic time tD and length xD .

x mmD ( ) t sD ( )

Case I 7 100
Case II 2 30
Case III 1 7.8
Case IV 0.5 1.3

Figure 3. Depiction of thermal dose delivery along the APPJ
translation trajectory x L L,Î -[ ] at an arbitrary time point tk. The
accumulated thermal dose CEMT (top) is quantified in terms of
spatial measurements of the substrate temperature obtained in real
time along the translation trajectory x (bottom). μ denotes the
centerline of the APPJ, which shifts along the translation trajectory.
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temperature Tmax
ref (see figure 4). Given the accumulated

thermal dose t xCEM ,kT( ) up to sampling time tk over
x L L,Î -[ ], the supervisory controller solves the dynamic
optimization problem

x x x

T t t a

min CEM , d CEM ,

d d 4

T t L

L

t w

T T
ref 2

max
ref 2

k

max
ref ò

ò

t t-

+
t

-
 

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

t x

t
K bs.t.

dCEM ,

d
, 4T t xT 43 ,= -( ) ( )( ( ))

T t x T t T T c, e , 4max
ref

inf inf

x t

t

2

2= - +- m

s

-

( ) ( ( ) ) ( )
( ( ))

( )

T t
t t x L L d

45 C,
, , , , 4k

max
ref 

t


Î Î -
( )

[ ] [ ] ( )

where T tmax
ref ( ) over the time horizon t ,k t[ ] is the decision

variable of the optimization problem, τ is the user-specified
treatment time in the thermal dose metric(1), xCEM ,T

ref t( ) is
the user-specified reference thermal dose at the end of the
treatment time τ along the translation trajectory x L L,Î -[ ],
and w is a user-specified constant weight. In the optim-
ization(4), the first term of the objective function(4a)
describes the integral of squared deviations between the
predicted and reference thermal dose at τ. The second term
in(4a) penalizes excessive changes in the decision variable
T tmax

ref ( ) to avoid abrupt changes in the substrate temperature.
Expressions (4b) and (4c) describe the time evolution of
thermal dose accumulation in terms of the dose metric (1) and

the Gaussian parameterization of distribution of substrate
temperature along x (see expression (2)). The thermal dose
accumulation predicted by(4b) is dependent on the initial
thermal dose t xCEM ,kT( ) and the translation rate of the APPJ
centerline μ(t). The constraint(4d) ensures that the maximum
substrate temperature remains below some user-specified
threshold, for example, to ensure patient safety and comfort.

The dynamic optimization problem (4) is solved repeat-
edly in real time every 6 s to enable closed-loop thermal dose
delivery planning . This entails re-initializing(4) at every
sampling time tk based on the thermal dose t xCEM ,kT( )
accumulated up to time tk (i.e. inferred from the substrate
temperature measurements), solving the optimization, and
subsequently applying the optimal value for T tkmax

ref ( ) to the
lower-level PI controller as its reference. The repeated solu-
tion of the optimization confers a measurement feedback
action to the thermal dose delivery planning in order to pro-
vide some degree of robustness to unmeasured disturbances
affecting the dose delivery. Alternatively, the optimization (4)
can be solved offline—only once, before the treatment—to
determine an optimal trajectory for T tmax

ref ( ) over the treatment
time 0, t[ ]. We refer to this strategy as open-loop thermal
dose delivery planning. In this work, the optimization (4) is
solved using automatic differentiation software CasADi [31]
and the interior point optimization library IPOPT [32] in
Python.

It follows from above that the PI controller enables fast
rejection of disturbances acting on the APPJ, whereas the
optimization-based supervisory controller allows for planning
the thermal dose delivery in terms of the treatment time τ, the
reference thermal dose xCEM ,T

ref t( ) along the translation
trajectory x L L,Î -[ ], and the APPJ translation rate as
specified in table 1. We remark that other parameters char-
acterizing the spatial distribution of substrate temperature in
expression (2)—namely the spatial variance of substrate
temperature around the APPJ centerline, 2s , and the APPJ
position, μ—can be considered in the optimization (4) as
decision variables. To the extent that 2s can be measured and
manipulated effectively, the distribution of the substrate
temperature can be controlled to realize a desired spatial
distribution of the reference thermal dose xCEM ,T

ref t( ).
Optimizing for μ in the optimization (4), on the other hand,
can allow for determining an optimal translation trajectory.
Although these alternative formulations for the optimization
(4) can introduce further computational and/or implementa-
tion complexities (e.g. increased solution time of optim-
ization, or a multivariable lower-level control structure), the
hierarchical, optimization-based control strategy in figure 4
provides a versatile framework for real-time regulation of
spatial dose delivery.

5. Results and discussion

The proposed feedback control strategy is implemented on the
APPJ shown in figure 1, where the objective is to deliver a
thermal dose of 1 min uniformly over a translation distance of
20 mm during treatment time of τ=5 min. Thus, the

Figure 4. The hierarchical, feedback control strategy for real-time
regulation of thermal dose delivery using the APPJ. The control
strategy consists of: (i) a proportional-integral (PI) controller that
regulates the maximum substrate temperature Tmax at the APPJ
centerline via manipulating the applied peak-to-peak voltage Vp2p

every 1.3 s, and (ii) an optimization-based supervisory controller that
plans the thermal dose delivery every 6 s via determining the optimal
values for the reference maximum substrate temperature Tmax

ref in the
PI controller based on the user-specified treatment time, the
reference thermal dose along the translation trajectory, and the APPJ
translation rate.
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reference thermal dose in the optimization problem (4) is
defined as

x xCEM 5, 1 10 mm 10 mm
0 otherwise.

5T
ref  = -{( ) ( )

Figure 5 shows the APPJ translation trajectories corresp-
onding to the four APPJ translation rates given in table 1. We
remark that the translation direction of the APPJ is reversed
during the treatment in Cases III and IV. This is because the
APPJ translation rate in these two cases is high—relative to
that in Cases I and II—for the target region be treated in a
‘single pass’ given the fixed treatment time of 5 min.

In the reminder of this section, we first demonstrate the
usefulness of the PI controller for mitigating the effect of
exogenous disturbances and variabilities on the APPJ opera-
tion. We then investigate the performance of the hierarchical,
optimization-based control strategy for real-time regulation of
thermal dose delivery under the APPJ translation trajectories
depicted in figure 5.

5.1. Why feedback control?

The substrate temperature is affected by the intrinsic vari-
abilities of plasma and exogenous disturbances acting on the
APPJ (e.g. ambient temperature and humidity). Here, we
demonstrate the capability of the PI controller in mitigating
these effects under the translation trajectory of Case I shown
in figure 5. Figure 6 shows the maximum substrate

temperature, Tmax, profiles for the cases of (a) no feedback
control (i.e. constant applied peak-to-peak voltage Vp2p), and
(b) PI control. For each case, two sets of experiments are
carried out on different days under different ambient temp-
erature, where each run is replicated three times.

In the case of no feedback control, figure 6(a) suggests
that Tmax is sensitive to ambient temperature and there is
considerable variability over the three replicate runs. The
effect of the APPJ translation is also reflected in the Tmax

profile, where abrupt changes at t=100 s and t=200 s are
observed—consistent with the APPJ translation shown in
figure 5. Under the translation trajectory of Case I, the
timescale of APPJ translation is on par with that of the sub-
strate temperature dynamics. Thus, when the APPJ is trans-
lated to a new point (e.g. at t=100 s), that point has already
been exposed to thermal energy due to spatial distribution of
substrate temperature along the target region x. This presents
one possible explanation for the observed increase in Tmax as
the APPJ is translated over the target region. Since the dis-
charge is highly sensitive to external conditions, other dis-
turbances such as inhomogeneity in substrate properties or
small changes in separation distance along the movement
direction can also affect the thermal behavior. Clearly, the
substrate temperature behavior in the case of no feedback
control is undesirable, especially when treating a heat-sensi-
tive substrate. This motivates the need for a feedback control
strategy that can regulate substrate temperature in the pre-
sence of variabilities and disturbances.

Figure 5. The translation trajectories of the APPJ under the four translation rates given in table 1. The translation rate increases from Case I to
Case IV while the target region and treatment time remain fixed at 20 mm and 5 min, respectively.
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On the other hand, figure 6(b) suggests that the PI con-
troller can effectively maintain Tmax at its arbitrarily chosen
reference T 42max

ref =  C. The PI controller is able to maintain
the user-specified reference temperature under both ambient
temperatures, while significantly reducing the variability of
Tmax across the replicate runs. This is achieved by manip-
ulating the applied peak-to-peak voltage Vp2p based on
real-time substrate temperature measurements. In order to
maintain Tmax constant, the input Vp2p varies considerably
during the operation. We note that, although this is acceptable
from the standpoint of controlling the thermal effects, other
discharge components such as reactive species concentrations
and emission can vary with Vp2p. Next, we discuss how the
reference maximum substrate temperature, Tmax

ref , can be
designed systematically in order to facilitate uniform thermal
dose delivery.

5.2. Spatially uniform thermal dose delivery

As described in section 4, the dynamic optimization problem
(4) enables designing the reference temperature Tmax

ref for the
PI controller directly in terms of the desired thermal dose
delivery objective specified in(5). Here, we consider offline
and online solution of the optimization problem(4) for,
respectively, open-loop and closed-loop dose delivery plan-
ning under the four translation trajectories shown in figure 5.

For the translation trajectory of Case III, figure 7 shows the
spatial thermal dose delivered at the end of the treatment time
5 min, the Tmax profile, and the Vp2p profile for the cases of:
(a) no feedback control and dose delivery planning, (b) the
open-loop dose delivery planning strategy, and (c) the closed-
loop dose delivery planning strategy. As seen in figure 7(a),
Tmax exhibits high variability and sensitivity to the APPJ
translation when no feedback control is used for regulating
Tmax. The inability to plan the dose delivery in this case, along
with the variabilities in Tmax, leads to significant non-uni-
formity in the spatial dose delivery along the target region.
For example, the thermal dose delivered at x 5 mm= - is
significantly lower than the desired thermal dose reference
(i.e. xCEM 5, 1T

ref =( ) min), whereas at x=5mm the deliv-
ered thermal dose is approximately twice the reference. Thus,
the results suggest that the safety and effectiveness of dose
delivery can be severely compromised in the case of no
feedback control and dose delivery planning.

Figure 7(b) shows the results obtained using the open-
loop dose delivery planning strategy, where the reference of
the PI controller is determined by solving the optimization
problem(4) once, offline. As expected, the PI controller can
effectively track the offline-computed reference profile for the
maximum substrate temperature, Tmax

ref , while mitigating the
variabilities that stem from the APPJ translation and possibly

Figure 6. Maximum substrate temperature Tmax and applied peak-to-peak voltage Vp2p under the APPJ translation rate of Case I in table 1 for
the cases of: (a) no feedback control and (b) PI control with the reference maximum substrate temperature T 42max

ref =  C. Two sets of
experiments are carried out for each case under different ambient temperature Tinf . The error bars show the standard deviation of temperature
measurements based on three replicate runs.
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other unknown sources of disturbances. Yet, even though a
significantly more uniform thermal dose is achieved relative
to the case of no feedback control, there is an offset between
the delivered thermal dose and the reference dose. This can be
attributed to the discrepancy between the planned dose and
the actual thermal dose delivered due to the fact that the
reference profile Tmax

ref is determined offline and thus it is blind
to the actual state of dose delivery during the plasma treat-
ment. On the other hand, the closed-loop dose delivery
planning strategy mitigates this discrepancy via real-time
solution of the optimization problem(4). In this case case, the
actual thermal dose delivered to the substrate is inferred from
temperature measurements every 6 s and is fed back to the
supervisory controller (see figure 4). This allows online
computation of the reference temperature Tmax

ref sent to the PI
controller. Figure 7(c) suggests that the closed-loop dose
delivery planning enables achieving a close to uniform ther-
mal dose along the target region at the end of the treatment
time, while maintaining high reproducibility and low varia-
bility in the dose delivery.

Next, we investigate the effect of the APPJ translation
rate on the spatial thermal dose delivery. Figure 8 shows the

delivered thermal dose using the open-loop and closed-loop
dose delivery planning strategies under the APPJ translation
rates of Cases I–IV given in table 1, which correspond to the
four APPJ translation trajectories shown in figure 5. APPJ
translation along the prespecified trajectories perturbs the
substrate temperature dynamics, thus acting as a disturbance
on the thermal dose delivery. Figure 8(a) suggests that neither
the open-loop nor the closed-loop dose delivery planning
strategy enables achieving spatially uniform thermal dose
delivery in Case I. This can be attributed to the large, discrete
steps of the APPJ translation, which prevent the substrate
from being uniformly treated.1 Figure 8 shows that a fairly
uniform dose delivery can be achieved along the target region
as the APPJ translation rate is increased in Cases II–IV.
Higher translation rates result in smaller discrete translation
steps, toward continuous APPJ translation in Case IV (see
figure 5). This observation suggests there should exist a
minimum translation rate below which uniform dose delivery
is impractical.

Figure 7. Delivered thermal dose xCEM 5,T( ) along x 10, 10 mmÎ -[ ], maximum substrate temperature Tmax, and applied peak-to-peak
voltageVp2p under the APPJ translation trajectory of Case III in figure 5 for: (a) no feedback control and dose delivery planning, (b) the open-
loop dose delivery planning strategy, and (c) the closed-loop dose delivery planning strategy. The error bars show the standard deviation of
variables based on three replicate runs.

1 We note that similar nonuniformity in treatment is also observed in the
case of discrete device translation strategies in radiotherapy applications [33].
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Furthermore, figure 8 shows that, irrespective of the
APPJ translation rate, the open-loop dose delivery planning
strategy leads to an offset in dose delivery with respect to the
reference thermal dose. On the other hand, the closed-loop
strategy enables realizing the reference thermal dose level
of xCEM 5, 1T

ref =( ) fairly uniformly along the target
region. The performance comparison of the open-loop and

closed-loop strategies under the different APPJ translation
rates is summarized in figure 9, where the dose delivery
performance is quantified as the integral of squared deviations
between the delivered and reference thermal dose, i.e.

x x x xCEM 5, d CEM 5, d .
10

10

T T
ref 2ò -

-
 ( ) ( )

Note that the expression above is in fact the first term in the
objective function of the optimization problem in the super-
visory controller (see (4a)). Figure 9 indicates that the closed-
loop dose delivery planning strategy consistently outperforms
the open-loop strategy under the four translation rates.
However, as the translation rate increases from Case II to IV,
the performance of the closed-loop dose delivery planning
strategy slightly deteriorates. This can be attributed to the fact
that a higher rate of the APPJ translation will perturb the
spatial distribution of the delivered thermal dose more
significantly.

5.3. Thermal dose delivery under optimal APPJ translation
trajectory

The dynamic optimization problem (4) can be modified to
include the APPJ translation trajectory μ(t) as a decision
variable, along with the reference temperature Tmax

ref . Figure 10
shows the delivered thermal dose using the closed-loop dose
delivery planning strategy when the optimal APPJ translation
trajectory is computed offline. Interestingly, the optimal APPJ

Figure 8. Delivered thermal dose xCEM 5,T( ) along
x 10, 10 mmÎ -[ ] using the open-loop and closed-loop dose
delivery planning strategies under the APPJ translation rates of
(a) Case I, (b) Case II, (c) Case III, and (d) Case IV. The red profiles
depict the reference thermal dose CEM x5,T

ref( ). The error bars show
the standard deviation of the delivered thermal dose based on three
replicate runs.

Figure 9. Performance comparison of the open-loop and closed-loop
dose delivery planning strategies under the different APPJ transla-
tion rates. The dose delivery performance is quantified as the integral
of squared deviations between the delivered, xCEM 5,T( ), and
reference, xCEM 5,T

ref ( ), thermal dose.

Figure 10. Delivered thermal dose xCEM 5,T( ) along
x 10, 10 mmÎ -[ ], maximum substrate temperature Tmax, and
applied peak-to-peak voltage Vp2p for the closed-loop dose delivery
planning strategy under the offline-computed optimal APPJ
translation trajectory μ. The error bars show the standard deviation
of variables based on three replicate runs.
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trajectory has some resemblance to the translation trajectory
of Case III (see figure 5) in that the APPJ is translated to the
end of target region and back. In comparison with the thermal
dose delivery under the trajectories of Cases II and III (see
figure 5), the optimal translation trajectory results in slight
improvement in the dose delivery.

6. Conclusion

This paper investigated the usefulness of advanced feedback
control methods for real-time regulation of thermal dose
delivery using a kHz-excited APPJ in helium. To this end, we
proposed a hierarchical, feedback control strategy, which
consists of a proportional-integral controller for fast dis-
turbance rejection and a supervisory, optimization-based
controller for online planning of the thermal dose delivery.
Although this work focuses only on the thermal effects of
plasma, the proposed strategy can be readily extended to
include multiple plasma effects. As demonstrated in [20],
optimization-based control strategies can accommodate mul-
tivariable dynamics. The key challenges in development of
practical and comprehensive control strategies for APPJ
remain in effective sensing and tractable modeling of com-
plex plasma effects including chemistry. Particularly, models
of plasma dose defined in terms of measurable plasma
properties is an essential component for regulation of dose
delivery.

The real-time control experiments demonstrated that the
PI controller could significantly reduce the variability of the
plasma operation. whereas the supervisory controller enabled
achieving close-to-uniform dose delivery along the one-
dimensional target region under different translation rates of
the APPJ. In our future work, we will focus on development
of effective real-time sensing and control strategies for uni-
form thermal dose delivery on two-dimensional surfaces with
nonuniform electrical and thermal characteristics.
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Appendix. Tuning of the PI controller

The proportional-integral (PI) controller in the hierarchical,
feedback control strategy of figure 4 is tuned using the
internal model control (IMC) approach. An empirical model
of the maximum substrate temperature Tmax dynamics was
first obtained via multiple-step test perturbation of the applied
peak-to-peak voltage Vp2p, as shown in figure A1. It was
observed that a first-order transfer function could adequately
describe the Tmax dynamics within the operating region of
interest. The IMC tuning rules were then used to determine

the two tuning parameters of the PI controller based on the
transfer-function model of Tmax dynamics [29]. The tuning
parameters of the PI controller are given in table A1.
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